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BON’S STUCCO PATCH GUN PROVIDES COST EFFECTIVE OPTION FOR SMALL JOBS

(GIBSONIA, PA, USA) – Bon’s Stucco Patch Gun holds about a half-gallon of material and is ideal for small jobs such as acoustic repairs and stucco patching. It features a powder-coated body with a large plastic handle, a sturdy crank handle grip for easy rotary action, and an adjustable tension bar for texture control. It is available at a lower price point making it ideal for contractors who handle smaller and less frequent stucco patch work.

This Stucco Patch Gun is an economical option for professional stucco contractors. The quality is higher than a DIY brand while meeting a lower price point preferred by some contractors. Professional-grade Patch Guns are also available at Bon including a galvanized steel Stucco Patch Gun (#83-165) and a larger-capacity Plaster/Stucco Dash Spray Gun (#13-440).

About Bon Tool Co:
Bon Tool Co., a leading manufacturer of construction tools and equipment in the United States, has been manufacturing construction tools for professionals since 1958. More than 6,000 contractor-quality hand tools are currently available. For more information contact our sales department at 800-444-7060 or visit the website at www.bontool.com.
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